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Abstract

Background: The purpose of implementing a system such as Clinical Governance (CG) is to integrate, establish and globalize distinct policies in order to improve quality through increasing professional knowledge and the accountability of healthcare professional toward providing clinical excellence. Since CG is related to change, and change requires money and time, CG implementation has to be focused on priority areas that are in more dire need of change. The purpose of the present study was to validate and determine the significance of items used for evaluating CG implementation.

Methods: The present study was descriptive-quantitative in method and design. Items used for evaluating CG implementation were first validated by the Delphi method and then compared with one another and ranked based on the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) model.

Results: The items that were validated for evaluating CG implementation in Iran include performance evaluation, training and development, personnel motivation, clinical audit, clinical effectiveness, risk management, resource allocation, policies and strategies, external audit, information system management, research and development, CG structure, implementation prerequisites, the management of patients’ non-medical needs, complaints and patients’ participation in the treatment process. The most important items based on their degree of significance were training and development, performance evaluation, and risk management. The least important items included the management of patients’ non-medical needs, patients’ participation in the treatment process and research and development.

Conclusion: The fundamental requirements of CG implementation included having an effective policy at national level, avoiding perfectionism, using the expertise and potentials of the entire country and the coordination of this model with other models of quality improvement such as accreditation and patient safety.
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Key Messages

Implications for policy makers
- Several key obstacles stand in the way of Clinical Governance (CG) implementation in Iran: a regressive financing system; divisions inside the involved institution; absence of a standard definition for benefit packages; managerial deficiencies and time limitations.
- To prioritize areas of CG that are in the greatest need of change through the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) model and the Delphi method.

Implications for public
To identify items that are essential in evaluating the Clinical Governance (CG) system and help its effective implementation in the healthcare system of Iran. It is expected that with proper implementation, in accordance with the conditions of healthcare system in Iran, CG system be able to solve some of the healthcare problems.

Background
The phrase “Clinical Governance” (CG) was first introduced by the National Health Service (NHS) in the UK and soon gained international acceptance as a general framework for improving quality through increasing professional knowledge and the accountability of healthcare professionals toward providing clinical excellence (1,2). The necessity of adopting CG as a qualitative approach to providing healthcare was determined by research in response to the lack of strict standards and the quality issues with the existing system (1,3,4) and the urgent need for improving the quality of care (5–10). In brief, healthcare organizations are required
to improve the quality of care through combining activities like performance control and ensuring clinical quality at all organizational levels (11). This framework increases managers’ responsibility and accountability toward the leading and coordination of implementation strategies for improving the quality of care (12). The purpose of implementing a system such as CG is to generally integrate, establish and globalize distinct policies in order to develop an organization in which the final responsibility and accountability toward CG lies with the executive managers and is considered part of the daily responsibilities of healthcare staff (13). All healthcare organizations should implement this structure and ensure the establishment of effective communication around it (14). CG also includes older approaches to improving the quality of care, such as performance audit, use of clinical guidelines, risk management and professional development; however, it involves more than them alone (15).

After examining recent studies conducted in Iran on this subject and the efforts made to date, the health policy council of the Ministry of Health and Medical Education (MoHME) developed the CG program on October 29th, 2009, comprising of seven main components (16). The main challenge in the implementation of CG is to convert policies into implementable practices (16). Designing a system for the evaluation of CG implementation that helps ensure the successful building of the infrastructure and settings required for these goals is an essential matter (17). Different countries have used different models for evaluating their CG systems; these models assess the rate of healthcare organizations’ success in implementing CG (18). Models proposed by Grainger et al. and Specchia et al. and some Australian and UK models are worth noting (18–21). A study conducted in Iran in 2013 by Hooshmand et al. identified the key items for a successful evaluation of CG implementation based on the views of CG experts (22). The results of this study showed that assessing CG implementation has different aspects and is influenced by many factors. Since CG is related to change, and change requires money and time, its implementation must be focused on priority areas that are in dire need for the greatest changes (22). In recent years, the MoHME has developed standards for the evaluation of CG implementation; however, it has not set a certain order of priority for them. As a result, the present study was conducted with the purpose of validating and prioritizing the items used for evaluating CG implementation based on the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) model and investigating the existence of a relationship between the MoHME defined standards and the standards that have obtained the highest AHP scores; in other words, assessing whether the MoHME standards obtained the highest AHP scores too or not. The results of the present study could help identify items that are essential in the evaluation of CG and its effective implementation in the Iranian healthcare system.

Methods
The present study was descriptive-quantitative in design. Items effective for evaluating CG implementation were first validated by the Delphi method and then compared with one another and ranked based on the AHP model.

For the Delphi stage of the study, 30 individuals with similar educational backgrounds with at least 6 months of work experience in the CG evaluation committee were selected as subjects. As Delphi panelists need to be concerned experts in the field and as the results of Delphi studies cannot be generalized, the use of a select list of panelists is unlikely to bias the results and is considered a good first step to selecting both committed and knowledgeable panel members. For these reasons, the researchers asked a well-recognized expert (the head of the CG committee of the MoHME) to provide a list of potential panelists, which could possibly have a number of benefits.

First, a recommended individual with enough experience and credibility to recognize and choose other qualified panelists for the Delphi stage helped identify experts or colleagues specialized in the field. Second, as a reference for the project, he assisted the researchers in contacting the target panelists with an initial introduction to both the researcher and the research subject. Before the Delphi researchers contacted the potential panelists, the recommended individual directly contacted the qualified experts over the telephone or by email, which helped significantly reduce the researchers’ chance of being declined or receiving no response by the prospective candidates for their call inviting for participation. In the AHP stage, participants included 20 CG managers at teaching hospitals and members of the central CG committee of Mashhad University of Medical Sciences (MUMS). These participants, too, were selected based on the similarity of their educational backgrounds, their research area of focus and their work experience. Considering the time limitations and the lack of access to every single national expert in this field, the AHP stage was carried out with the sole participation of MUMS’ CG authorities. MUMS is one of the top universities of Iran with a positive performance at the CG Fair and with CG authorities who have completed their training courses outside Iran and who are considered experts in the field. This study was conducted using two researcher-designed questionnaires with their validity evaluated by the content validity method and their reliability by Cronbach alpha, which is shown in result section (23).

The item validating questionnaire used for the evaluation of Clinical Governance (CG) implementation based on the Delphi model

This questionnaire was designed based on the items used for the evaluation of CG implementation in Iran (22). Table 1 shows the items used in the Delphi stage. The Delphi method is a systematic forecasting method that involves structured interaction among a group of experts on a subject. The Delphi technique typically includes at least two rounds of experts answering questions and giving justification for their answers, providing the opportunity between rounds for changes and revisions. The multiple rounds, which are stopped after a pre-defined criterion is reached, enable the group of experts to arrive at a consensus forecast on the subject being discussed (24).

The scoring system includes scores ranging from 0 to 100. After the data analysis, items that obtained scores below 60% of the total score were revised according to the expert comments (25). The revised items were offered for a re-
Table 1. Delphi components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human resources management</td>
<td>2 (6.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance evaluation</td>
<td>4 (6.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel motivation</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving clinical quality</td>
<td>5 (16.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical audit</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation of resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies and strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External audit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing CG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG prerequisites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing patient-oriented healthcare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of patients' non-medical needs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaints</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients' participation in the treatment process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CG= Clinical Governance.

survey. The researcher continued performing this step until he/she attained a consensus of opinion. To collect data for the Delphi stage, the questionnaire was offered to participants in person except in the case of 5 experts who received it by email. An official letter introducing the researcher and the study objectives and inviting participants to fill out the questionnaire was attached, as well. After the re-survey, the mean score of participants' opinion for each item reached 85% and their standard deviation was calculated to be 20%; therefore, agreement in opinion was reached and the Delphi stage was successfully completed in two steps.

The evaluation questionnaire based on the pair wise comparisons using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) model

AHP model was used to determine the significance of each item identified as essential in the implementation of CG. Each significant factor in CG implementation identified through the pair wise comparisons and according to the experts’ opinions was compared and ranked according to the AHP model in Expert Choice software. To perform the pair wise comparison and carry out the model's steps, factors and variables were presented from more general to more specific in a paired comparison matrix and were then evaluated in groups by the experts.

In the paired comparison, the respondent compared the factors inserted in each row with the factors inserted in each column, and if these two were equally significant for or exerted an equal influence on the general factor on top of the table, number 1 was inserted in the intersection cell of the column and the row (i.e. the two factors). If the row factor was more significant or exerted a greater influence than the column factor, a number between 2 to 9 was placed in the intersection cell. However if the column factor was more significant or exerted a greater influence than the row factor, the fraction \(\frac{1}{9}\) was inserted in the intersection cell. The insertion of fractions shows that the row factor is less significant or exerts less influence than the column factor. To collect data for the pair wise comparison, a two-hour session was held in which instructions for filling out the questionnaire were first provided and then participants were asked to enter their opinion about the significance of each criterion in the questionnaire.

In the Delphi stage, data were analyzed in SPSS 16 software using descriptive statistics (the mean of the scores and the standard deviation), and in the pair wise comparison stage, data were analyzed in Expert Choice software.

Results

Table 2 shows the general characteristics of participants of the Delphi stage of the study.

Of the total of 30 participants, 3 were General Practitioners (GPs), 5 had bachelor's degree, 14 had master's degrees and 6 had PhD degrees.

Table 3 shows the working experience and the age group of participants of the Delphi stage.

As shown in Table 2 and 3, participants had more than 3 years of working experience in CG, 23 had 1 to 3 years, 4 had less than 1 year and the mean age of participants was 33.42.

In the AHP stage, all CG authorities of teaching hospitals (a total of 11 participants) and members of the central CG committee of MUMS (a total of 9 participants) were selected through the purposive method and based on the determined inclusion criteria.

Table 4 shows the demographic characteristics of participants of the AHP stage of the study. As shown by this table, of the total of 20 participants, 3 were GPs responsible for the implementation of CG, 5 of those with master's degrees were CG experts, and 12 of those with bachelor's degrees were nurses. The mean age of participants at this stage was 45.26.

Table 5 shows the result of Cronbach alpha. The theoretical value of alpha varies from 0 to 1, since it is the ratio of two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of education</th>
<th>GP Bachelor's degree No. (%)</th>
<th>Master's degree No. (%)</th>
<th>PhD degree No. (%)</th>
<th>Total No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
<td>2 (6.68)</td>
<td>10 (33.33)</td>
<td>2 (6.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3 (10.00)</td>
<td>3 (10.00)</td>
<td>4 (6.61)</td>
<td>6 (13.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3 (10.00)</td>
<td>5 (16.74)</td>
<td>16 (53.30)</td>
<td>6 (20.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GP= General practitioner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working experience</th>
<th>Less than 1 year No. (%)</th>
<th>1 to 3 years No. (%)</th>
<th>Up to 3 years No. (%)</th>
<th>Total No. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>3 (27.24)</td>
<td>8 (72.71)</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>1 (9.00)</td>
<td>9 (81.80)</td>
<td>1 (9.00)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–50</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
<td>6 (75.00)</td>
<td>2 (25.00)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4 (13.33)</td>
<td>23 (76.66)</td>
<td>3 (10.00)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Demographic characteristics of participants of the AHP stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education level</th>
<th>Bachelor degree</th>
<th>Master degree</th>
<th>GP</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>No. (%)</td>
<td>No. (%)</td>
<td>No. (%)</td>
<td>No. (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11 (57.88)</td>
<td>5 (26.30)</td>
<td>2 (10.53)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1 (5.26)</td>
<td>0 (0.00)</td>
<td>1 (5.26)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12 (63.15)</td>
<td>5 (26.30)</td>
<td>3 (15.97)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GP= General practitioner; AHP= Analytical Hierarchy Process.

Table 5. Results of Cronbach alpha

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Sub-category</th>
<th>Cronbach alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Human resources management</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>82.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Improving clinical quality</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Developing management</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>72.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Establishing CG</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Providing patient-oriented healthcare</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>76.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CG= Clinical Governance.

Discussion

The present descriptive-quantitative study aimed to validate and determine the significance of factors used for evaluating CG implementation based on the AHP model. This section discusses the results of the study based on the main categories in CG evaluation and the criteria that obtained the highest scores in each of the domains and the measures taken by the MoHME with regard to each criterion.

Main category 1: human resources management

In this category, the highest scores pertain to the training and development and the performance evaluation criteria.

Main category 2: improving clinical quality

Risk management and patient safety comprise one of the main priorities in this category, especially given that the concept of risk management in CG has been emphasized at a national level as the backbone of the health industry. Clinical effectiveness is ranked next in significance according to the AHP results. Clinical effectiveness is in fact one of the essential components of CG for improving and guaranteeing quality and is related to choosing the right action at the right time and for the right patient and is associated with improved quality and performance (28,29).

The other criterion in this category is clinical audit, which, according to AHP experts, is equal in significance to clinical effectiveness. For this very reason, every study conducted on this topic has considered clinical audit as one of the main components of risk management and clinical effectiveness (17,29). This criterion has been well-addressed by the MoHME under the clinical audit group.

Main category 3: development management

The highest scores in this category pertained to resource allocation. The significance of this criterion lies in how CG can change performances only if additional resources are allocated to this purpose or if the existing resources are re-allocated (30,31). This criterion is not addressed in the developed program of the MoHME, since, in Iran, CG implementation is

As the first step in CG implementation is arranging training courses (15), the Iranian MoHME also stressed the significance of this criterion and put even more emphasis on developing personnel development plans for revising educational programs (26).

Furthermore, the results of a study conducted by Specchia et al. showed that performance evaluation is of great importance in all healthcare organizations (19,27).

In general, the results of the study indicate that the criteria pertaining to Human resources management (category 1) have obtained the highest scores among all the other criteria assessed during the AHP process.

Main category 2: improving clinical quality

Risk management and patient safety comprise one of the main priorities in this category, especially given that the concept of risk management in CG has been emphasized at a national level as the backbone of the health industry. Clinical effectiveness is ranked next in significance according to the AHP results. Clinical effectiveness is in fact one of the essential components of CG for improving and guaranteeing quality and is related to choosing the right action at the right time and for the right patient and is associated with improved quality and performance (28,29).

The other criterion in this category is clinical audit, which, according to AHP experts, is equal in significance to clinical effectiveness. For this very reason, every study conducted on this topic has considered clinical audit as one of the main components of risk management and clinical effectiveness (17,29). This criterion has been well-addressed by the MoHME under the clinical audit group.

Main category 3: development management

The highest scores in this category pertained to resource allocation. The significance of this criterion lies in how CG can change performances only if additional resources are allocated to this purpose or if the existing resources are re-allocated (30,31). This criterion is not addressed in the developed program of the MoHME, since, in Iran, CG implementation is
the responsibility of the Medical Care Deputy, while resource allocation is performed by the Planning Deputy; which is precisely why having universal governance is an integral component of an effective CG implementation.

Next in significance from this category are information systems. The complexity of problems that healthcare is faced with today has increased the need for acquiring relevant information for decision-making more than any other time (18). In the criteria developed by the MoHME for CG evaluation, this criterion was placed under the group of information use, and the necessity of having a Hospital Information System (HIS) was more emphasized. Policies and strategies comprise the next priority in this domain. Developing policies and strategies shapes the framework for achieving goals and attaining the results expected of CG implementation (32). In the developed program of the MoHME, this criterion was placed under the management group and given the name “developing strategic plans” and addressed strategic, practical planning for hospitals with an emphasis on CG.

Main category 4: establishing Clinical Governance (CG)

This domain introduces two main criteria of almost equal significance according to experts. The first one is CG structure, which guarantees system accountability (33). This criterion was developed by the MoHME under the management group and addressed the presence of CG groups and offices in hospitals. The second one is CG prerequisites, which ensure managers’ commitment to CG (34). These two criteria show that the required infrastructures for the establishment of CG are developed at given organizations.

Main category 5: patient-oriented health services

This category addresses complaints, the management of patients’ non-medical needs and patients’ participation in the treatment process, with the last two being of equal significance according to experts. Complaint management was placed by the MoHME under the interaction with the patients and the community group and given the name “complaint investigation”. Relevant studies have emphasized the importance of active follow-up of complaints and displaying the results of complaint investigations at hospitals (35–38). Performing external audits and using their results for improving the quality of care is another criterion obtained by the AHP results for the evaluation of CG implementation. Nayar and Ozcan believed that senior managers and executive teams of healthcare organizations have to showcase the standard implementation of the CG system in their organizations through external audits (38).

The next criterion in this domain is patients’ participation. A number of studies have also emphasized the essential role of patients’ participation in the treatment process, the necessity of patient training and providing proper information to patients for encouraging their participation in the therapeutic process for evaluating CG implementation (1,17,39,40). The MoHME has also confirmed these necessities. Management of patients’ non-medical needs is the next criterion that was addressed in the developed program of the MoHME and was integrated with the previous criterion and given the name “welcoming patients and filling informed consent forms”. Studies conducted on this subject have shown that these criteria can guarantee more modern and patient-centered health services along with clinical excellence (7,41–43).

Study limitations

The present study was conducted with the qualitative approach and with a limited number of samples selected through the purposive method. Although samples were chosen from MUMS, which is a top university with a positive performance at the CG Fair and with CG authorities who have completed their training courses outside of Iran and are experts of the field, the results of the study cannot be generalized to the entire country.

At the Delphi stage, the definition of certain conditions and criteria for selecting experts might have led to the exclusion of a number of experts and the study has inevitably missed out on their comments and opinions. In the AHP stage of the study, relative value depends on the options and the exerting of preferences. Whenever changes take place in the structure and participants of AHP, the evaluation process has to be re-performed. At times, decision-makers’ true preferences might not have been reflected in the AHP process based on the methodology and the measuring scale used.

Conclusion

Although the ranking provided helps better understand the more significant criteria for CG implementation in Iran in the different domains, these criteria cannot really be separated from each other. For example, the two criteria of performance evaluation and training and development are directly related to each other. Based on the studies conducted on the subject, the process of identifying the training and development needs of personnel in organizations is associated with the performance evaluation process and its results, which is in fact the aim of developing personal development plans (25,43). Furthermore, the three criteria of clinical effectiveness, clinical audit and risk management are also directly related to one another in a way that CG is the main component of the framework for risk management, control and governance in healthcare organizations, which can be achieved through the continuous promotion of clinical care standards, evidence-based clinical decision-making and reducing disparity of clinical results through clinical audits (17).

In addition, it is necessary to scrutinize the collective governance topic in CG implementation for factors such as resource allocation and personnel motivation. Involving other health departments such as the Food and Drug Organization in CG topics is an essential part of a better CG implementation. The researchers believe that a comprehensive, effective implementation of CG in the Iranian healthcare system requires a systematic and integrated view. This view must be based on up-to-date scientific findings and should systematically take account of changes in each component of the care providing system and their consequences for other components. Training planning and resource allocation must be performed more coherently based on the prioritized criteria of CG implantation and efforts should be made for improving training and creating....
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a unique CG culture. The main requirements of CG implementation include having an effective policy at national levels, avoiding perfectionism, using the expertise and potentials of the entire country, emphasizing the prioritized criteria, and coordinating this model with other models of quality improvement such as accreditation and patient safety.
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Endnotes
1. In statistics, Cronbach alpha is used as a (lowerbound) estimate of the reliability of a psychometric test. Cronbach alpha will generally increase as the intercorrelations among test items increase, and is thus known as an internal consistency estimate of reliability of test scores.
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